
First Presbyterian Church of Orange, Texas Built and Air Conditioned in 1908-
1912 

Church built in 1908-12 and air-conditioned at that point in time still operational and in everyday use. This report 
meets the requirements outlined by the Society Historical Committee for a History of an Installed A/C System 
Installed in 1908-1912 and Still Operational 2019 at First Presbyterian Church in Orange, Texas. The Houston, 
Texas Chapter ASHRAE {formally South Texas Chapter ASHVE} [formally the Texas Chapter of ASHVE] are of 
operations includes Beaumont, College Station, Galveston, Huntsville, Orange, and Port Arthur, Texas ASHRAE 
assigned chapter members.  

The First Presbyterian Church was funded, built, operated with funds donated to the Orange City community by 
the Lutcher Stark family who owned extensive timber lands and operated saw mills in the East Texas and 
Louisiana Piney Woods around Orange, Texas around the turn of the century community. The family never 
revealed the building construction cost, operating cost and maintenance costs of the facility.  

The church has a large stained glass dome with seating for a considerable number of church goers. The original 
system was a anhydrous ammonia compressor and ice making system that utilized a steam boiler to driver the 
AHU fan wheel and chilled water spray circulating pumps to wash the air clean and reduce the temperature to 
55 FDB at near saturation levels. The initial Air Handling Unit and Chilled water pump had a large flat leather 
belt driven by a steam engine and steam boiler.  The City of Orange did not have sufficient electricity to provide 
for the facility when the system was upgraded to the Kroeschell CO2 All electric system, so the Lutcher family 
built a steam driven power plant and hired the stationery engineer to safely run it for them. The smelly ammonia 
A/C system was replace by a high pressure CO2 steam driven compressor, blower and chilled water pump 
provided and installed by the Kroeschell CO2 Company. Later the AHU was replaced by a Carrier Buffalo Forge 
Chilled water spray coil AHU around 1929 and an electric driven R-22 compressor with a water cooled heat 
exchanger which compressor and coil have been replace by a more modern R-402A compressor and water 
cooled shell and tube heat exchanger. The Carrier Buffalo Forge AHU is still in place and operational daily to 
maintain very pleasant conditions within the church and meeting room!  

Refer to attached history report with photos and copies of the installation drawings. I have researched the facility 
online and have downloaded information including photos, visited the facility to see with Mark 1 Eyeball Scanning 
Equipment the condition of the facility and discuss with current operating personnel the system functioning. The 
facility gracious allowed me the use of some very spectacular photos that had been taken and gave me electronic 
copies of the original building AMEP plans that the church was built from. Refer to attached info. The History of 
the various A/C systems installed in the church indicate very deep pockets and with a great deal of personal 
pride to provide this facility to the community without revealing the costs involved. Four different kinds of A/C 
systems have been deployed at this facility  1) a steam driven ammonia compressor with AHU and spray water 
cooling coil and pump belt driven by a rotating steam motor, a high pressure CO2 compressor with high pressure 
pipe coil, chilled water pump and chilled water coil spray & wash-down cooling system, a Carrier Buffalo Forger 
AHU with chilled water wash down coil and spray unit with a shell and tub heat exchanger to cool the R-22 
refrigerant system and the more modern R402A refrigerant system utilizing the 1929 AHU unit Manufactured by 
Carrier Buffalo Forge and currently driven by electricity!  

An Engineer’s time was $2.00 per hour when billed April 30, 1929 & the Travel expense was billed at $0.0056/ 
mile. Refer to Invoice below. 

Mr. Lutcher Stark negotiating with William H. Moler of the Carrier Corporation to Install turn-key project of a 
new air conditioned system located within the Church in Orange, Texas to replace the existing Kroeschell CO2 
Dioxide system that had developed a motor starter problem earlier. 

 

 

  



 



 

 

The superintendent for Carrier was to start work at the Church no later than January 22, 1929 the refrigeration 
equipment cost was established at $5,363.00 

 



 



 


